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                   Misek/Lankford Phaser 2 Project 

                                           Everett Sharp N4CY everettsharp@aol.com  9/17/19 

 

About 3 months ago I built a Phaser 2, but found it very time consuming trying to figure out 

how to corectly connect the phasing coils. I wanted to build this, my second one, in a better 

layout and make provisions to feed power to remote active antennas, whithout having to use 

an external Bias Tee Power Injector.  

 

To make it easer with this build I marked and labeled the conection points on the Lankford 

scematic, which are marked in RED. On my first Phaser 2, I used BN73-302 binocular cores, 

rather than the FT50-75 cores that Lankford used and decieded to do the same on this build. 

To eleminate confusion and mistakes hooking up of the phasing coils I designed a printed 

circuit board for the phasing coils, pictured on the next page. 
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I also decieded to add the the combiner transformer (T1) and the resistor network for the 

output to the Receiver UHF connector. 

 

As in the first project, I wanted to use a Norton amplifier built on a printed circuit board. Since 

there were no commercially available Norton amplifiers I decided to design one myself. Steve 

Ratzlaff worked on the project with me, trying to come up with the best circuit and board 

design. Before it was over we went through 6 different versions of the circuit board design. 

The Norton amplifier is pictured on the next page. 
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Below is the a schematic that was used for the final Norton design. I added several options to 

the design so it could be used it for other applications. I am currently using one of the Norton 

amplifiers on my 60’ loop and will later be using a Norton amplifier on a low noise vertical. 
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The next step was to build the band switch. I found a ceramic rotary switch on eBay that 

looked like it would work, but it required some modifications. The project required a 6 

position, 2 pole rotary switch. However, I had to remove some of the stops, as it would only 

turn in 3 positions.  For the coil I used a Micro Metals T130-1 toroid. I found that I had to 

modify the turns count from what was recommended in the Lankford article in order to get 

close to the same inductance numbers that Lankford had listed in his article. 

 

The chart below shows the turn count that I used and the inductance. I checked out the 

finished inductor/capacitor combinations, using my VNA, to see what the final results were. 

Most of the frequencies were about the same, with the exception of the highest band. 

Lankford had listed 14MHz; however, I ended up with 17.5MHz. It probably makes little 

difference, so I decided to make no changes and go with what I had. The chart on the below 

left is mine; the one on below right is from the Lankford article. 
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Below is the schematic for the band switch that was in the Lankford article and is what I used. 

       This is the start of the layout for the project. 

I started out by laying the knobs on the front panel and then once satisfied I started marking it 

up with a Sharpy. The holes were center punched and drilled out with a small drill bit. I used a 

Uni-Bit to drill out the holes for the rotary switch and pots. I was lucky enougth to find two 250 

Ω and two 50Ω Allen Bradley type J pots on eBay. 

.  
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Some of you may not know what a Uni-Bit is, so I have added the picture below. You can buy a 

set of Uni-Bits for around $20. 

 

Below is a view of the pots and switches mounted on the front panel of a Bud Aluminum 

Enclusuer, which is  8”X 6”X 3 ½”. I found the box on Amazon, delivered for around $20. 
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I added BNC connectors that are connected in parallel with the SO-239 UHF connectors, so 

there will never be a need for an addaptor. 
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If you will notice I have marked  “P” markings on the various conection points on the variable 

resistors “Pots”. The markings match up with the alphnumeric pads on the phasing coil board. 
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Below is the switch that I wired up for the attenuator. I took a different aproch from what 

Lankford used, as his attenuator was not linier across the band. There is a stationary attnuator 

that is built into the circuit that is around 4dB, which is there to balance the two inputs to the 

combiner transformer (T1). With the added attenuator when the switch is turned on there is 

an additional 7dB of attenuation. I found that a attenuator is necessary if you have antennas 

with vastly different gains. Picture below is the way I have it wired and the DPDT switch with 

all of the resistors soldered to it. 

   

Below is a sweep using a VNA which shows the attenuation with and without the attenuator 

turned on. It is about 4dB and with the attenuator turned on it is slightly over 10dB. 
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After the Phaser was completed, I checked it out to make sure it was working properly. Then I 

added the Bias Tee Power Injector modules so I could supply power two antenna ports. By 

doing this it will allow me to power my active antennas without having to add an external Bias 

Tee Power Injector. I had to do some head scratching to figure out how to be able to switch 

the power injectors in and out of the circuit when not needed. This was done by using a DPDT 

switch on each of the antenna inputs. I added LEDs to both of the antenna jacks so I would 

know if there was power at either of the antenna jacks. 

 

One of the time consuming parts of this project was adding labels to the finished Phaser. I 

searched on line and found some dial templates, I was able to modified them using MS Paint. I 

printed the final decals on some clear vinyl printable sheets that I bought from Hobby Lobby. 

The design and printing, cutting and placing them on the Phaser took the most part of the day.  

It was a fun project and I invested a lot of man hours in building the Phaser.  However, in the 

end it works very well and was worth the time spent building it. Using two active vertical RX 

antennas that are about 60’ apart I am able to steer my null almost 360 deg. 
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On the next page you can see how the Phaser#2 lowered the noise at the low end of the MW Band. I was using two 

vertical antennas, one is a Lankford Low Noise Vertical and the other is Clifton Labs Z1501 Active Whip Antenna. The two 

verticals are about 100’ apart. I also got the same results with a1 Meter M0AYF loop, that was 75’ from the vertical. 
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If you look at the low end of the band you can see noise 

 

Using the Phaser#2 removed the noise al the low end of the MW band 
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I was able to null out a local MW station at 1,150kHz, with a 60dBm signal drop. Without the attenuator option I 

would not have been able to null out the station, as there was too much of a signal difference between the two 

antennas. The station that was nulled is at the green marker. 

 


